LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS.

STANDARD COVER: 1 7/8" CAP/BUTTRESS THR'D BLACK PE STOCK NO. 4558

NOTE:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY ±R Due to Variations in Multiple Molds & Conditions Prevalent During Manufacture & Usage.
3. 4 1/2" Wide Molded in Gallonage Markers @ Approx 15" in 100 Gal Increments Up to 2000 Gal. Avoid When Placing FTGS.

1950 GALLON UPRIGHT TANK

REV "E" ADDED FTG FLATS TO DOME BYJB 3/7/13 CKWM
REV "D" REVISED COVER BYJB 7/24/99 CKWM
REV "C" ADDED FITTING NOTE BYMBW 2/17/03 CKJB
REV "B" REVISED LID BYMBW 2/17/03 CKJB
REV "A" ADDED DIMENSION BYJB 10/18/02 CKMBW